L’ARCHITETTURA
NON È ALTRO CHE L’ORDINE,
LA DISPOSIZIONE,
LA BELLA APPARENZA,
LA PROPORZIONE DELLE

PARTI TRA LORO,
LA CONVENIENZA
E LA DISTRIBUZIONE.
Michelangelo Buonarroti
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ARCHITECTURE IS NONE OTHER
THAN ORDER, ARRANGEMENT,
BEAUTIFUL APPEARANCE, THE
DISTRIBUTION OF ALL PARTS
PLACED IN PROPORTION
AND TO ADVANTAGE.
Michelangelo Buonarroti

Piazza Nazioni Unite, 15 - 54033 Carrara (MS) Tel: +39 0585.784624 - Fax : +39 0585.774350
info@marble-project.it - www.marble-project.it

DESIGN PROJECT:
lealiadvertising.com - info@le-ali.net
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DEFINING ITALIAN
QUALITY
Marble Project offers a wide range of specialized technical services, in the use
of marble and natural stone for architectural projects and in high-end interior
design, ranging from the selection and supply of materials to on-site surveys,
from technical drawings and cutting lists to producing stone elements and final
installation with technical assistance on site. The company works in collaboration
with architectural firms, contractors and designers from all over the world and
provides services in a flexible, personalized manner, according to each Client’s
specific requirements, with tailored solutions ranging from integrated turnkeyproject management, to supplying. Marble Project stands out for achieving
very high levels of excellence, from the quality of the materials selected to each
sophisticated detail, down to the scrupulous installation of the works, with timely
after-sales support and consultancy, value-added services that distinguish each
project we undertake, making it exclusive and high class.

Marble Project è un marchio italiano
che nasce dall’idea imprenditoriale
di due appassionati professionisti
del settore lapideo, esperti da oltre
vent’anni nella gestione integrata di
pietre naturali applicate a progetti di
architettura e interior design. L’azienda ha adottato fin da subito un distintivo approccio client-oriented che ne
ha caratterizzato l’intero operato.

THE NATURAL EXPRESSION OF STONE
Our concept of luxury stems from an awareness that the unique nature of natural
stone has an intrinsic value. It gives each application an indelible, distinctive mark
of preciousness and refinement that endures to withstand the passage of time.
A value that increases and is elevated when it encounters creativity and the most
innovative, advanced processing techniques that have opened up new frontiers
of luxury, with architects and designers conceiving spaces where unusual and
refined atmospheres are created, to make a strong visual impact and pulsate
with contemporary vitality. Marble Project adopts a rigorous and structured approach towards the uses and applications of this extraordinarily unique, age-old
material, providing proven expertise and excellence, a guarantee of reliability and
high quality performance.
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HOTEL
LE SERENO
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ST. BARTH
FRENCH
ANTILLES
Client: Le Sereno Hotels – Studio Atelier De Yavorski
Project: Suite floors, Bathroom tops, Pool cladding,
Outdoor paving
Materials: Cremo Luna, Ardesia, Sukabumi, Ceppo
di Gré
Le Sereno is a luxurious hotel located at the eastern
end of St. Barth, a beautiful island in the French
Antilles. The project was realized in collaboration with
Miami-based Studio Atelier De Yavorski. The hotel has
a simple, contemporary appearance, emanating understated, relaxing luxury. The 39 suites have all been
renovated with modern designs and cutting-edge
technology. Marble Project provided consultancy, selecting the stone materials to be chosen by the Studio,
for subsequent supply, carrying out all on-site surveys,
installing Cremo Luna flooring in the suites, slate on
the bathroom countertops, Sukabumi tiles in the pools
and laying Ceppo di Gré pavers on the pathways.
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COMO - ITALY

Il Sereno is a luxurious hotel located on Lake Como, just
50 km from Milan. The project was realized in collaboration with Patricia Urquiola Architecture Studio in Milan.
For the interior fittings and furnishings, the designer chose
natural materials, a selection of stone, wood and fabric,
to create a contemporary look in stark contrast with the
neoclassical style so common in the Lake Como area.
Marble Project laid the marble and natural stone on most
of the floors and walls in the 30 suites overlooking the
lake and in other areas of the hotel, carrying out on-site
surveys using total station, selecting and supplying the best
materials, as well as processing, working and installing all
the elements. The materials chosen for this project were
grey quartzite of Indian origin, titanium travertine of Iranian
origin and walnut travertine of Turkish origin, which had undergone specific treatments to eliminate surface reflections
and make them even more elegant and natural. In addition
to these, other stones chosen were Pietra di Fossena from
Tunisia, Verde Karzay granite and Pietra Grey.
Grey Quartzite was used for the floors of the suites and
terraces; Titanium Travertine was used for the walls and
bathroom walls in the suites, while Walnut Travertine was
used for the other bathrooms. The floors in the lobby and
reception area were made in Pietra di Fossena and the
swimming pool from Verde Karzay granite. Marble Project
were also responsible for furnishing parts of the reception
area, the lobby and the outdoor bar in Grey Stone.

HOTEL
IL SERENO

Client: Le Sereno Hotels – Patricia Urquiola Architecture
Studio
Project: Bathroom Cladding
Materials: Quarzite Grigia, Travertino Titanium, Travertino
Noce, Pietra di Fossena, Verde karzay, Pietra Grey.
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PRIVATE
RESIDENCE
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DAMMAM
SAUDI
ARABIA
Client: Private
Project: Staircase installation
Material: Serrancolin
The work was carried out inside an impressiive
private residence in Dammam, Saudi Arabia. Marble
Project was commissioned to install the majestic
internal staircase and some cladding work. Marble
used: Serrancolin.
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LIVORNO - ITALY
Client: Private
Project: Suite floors / Bathroom cladding and tops.
Materials: Bianco Statuarietto and Nero Marquina
One of the projects we worked on in the boating sector
was restyling the living and sleeping areas of this elegant
yacht. To complete the aesthetic makeover we selected
and supplied all the materials required for the project
Statuarietto and Nero Marquina – and carried out an
accurate, precise installation.

LUXURY YACHT
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LONDON - UK
CLIENTE: PRIME IGC – Studi Architettura GANCIKOV
ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
Client: PRIME IGC –GANCIKOV ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
STUDIOS
Bathroom floor/wall cladding: multi-coloured modular marble
Tables: Statuarietto / Noir St Laurent
Bar Counters: Statuarietto

RESTAURANT
IT MAYFAIR
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APARTMENT
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LONDON – UK
Client: PRIME ICG – SECRETCAPE DELUXE DESIGN ARCHITECTURE
Project: Floors / Bathroom cladding
Materials: Calacatta Michelangelo
The work was carried out in a luxury apartment
in London in collaboration with PRIME, renowned
Italian General Contractors, a company that operates
internationally. The special feature of this project
was convertng a living room with a fireplace into a
bathroom, fitted with a steel bathtub and Calacatta
Michelangelo marble walls and floors.
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PRIVATE
RESIDENCE
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BELGRAVIA
LONDON
(UK)
Client: Private
Project: Bathrooms
Materials: Saint Laurent and Pietra Grey
The house where the work was carried out is a
luxurious terraced house in Belgravia, the elegant residential area in Central London, located
south-west of Buckingham Palace. The project,
commissioned by a Milan-based architectural firm,
featured an exquisitely minimalist style with bright
interiors finished in white stucco. Remodeling
the Bathrooms required particular expertise and
experience in laying materials, as the internal walls
on which the marble was to be installed were made
entirely of wood. Marble Project took care of all the
work phases, from on-site surveys to selecting and
supplying the best quality marble for the project –
Saint Laurent and Pietra Grey – up to and including
production and installation of all marble elements.
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VIA DEL BOLLO
MILAN - ITALY
Client: Private
Project: Bathroom Cladding
Material: Striato Olimpico
We restyled two bathrooms in an elegant and sophisticated
350 sqm loft on three levels, located in Milan in Via del
Bollo, a central location about 600 meters away from Piazza del Duomo and Galleria Vittorio Emanuele. We carried
out on-site surveys, selected and supplied the material to
cover the bathroom walls and floors – Striato Olimpico
marble – in addition to all the installation work.

PRIVATE
RESIDENCE
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HOTEL
FOUR SEASON
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MILANO - ITALY
Project: Bathroom Cladding
Materials: Statuarietto and Botticino
This project called for the supply and installation of
marble elements to restyle two suites in the prestigious
Four Seasons Hotel situated in the centre of Milan,
an historic 15th century convent turned sophisticated,exclusive hospitality establishment. The interior
design and furnishings of the two suites was inspired by
an exquisitely residential style. For the restyling of the
bathrooms we supplied and installed cladding elements
in Statuarietto and Botticino marble.

VENICE - ITALY
Client: Hotel Danieli /Interior Design: Jacques Garcia
Project: Bathroom cladding
Materials: Calacatta Caldia, Bianco Carrara
The project is the result of a collaboration between an
architecture studio in Milan and the Jacques Garcia interior
design studio in Paris, and included the renovation of the
bathrooms in the elegant suites of the Danieli Hotel, using
exclusive, precious marbles, enhanced with the finest
luxurious detail, in a sophisticated blend of classic Venetian
and Gothic styles. Marble Project worked in perfect synergy
with the architecture studio to optimise spaces, carrying out
site surveys in the rooms using total station and proceeding
with the peparation of the cladding materials and design
elements, such as a large drop-in bathtub structure, as well
as installation, making sure particular care and attention
was given to logistics regarding transport in the lagoon.

LUXURY HOTEL
& RESORTS DANIELI
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PRIVATE
RESIDENCE
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LA SPEZIA
ITALY
Client: Private / Designed by Norberto Botto
Project: Interior multi-coloured marble cladding
Materials: Calacatta, Black Pearl, Emperador, Eramosa, Striato Olimpico, Travertino Classico
The project involved renovating a beautiful 1960s
villa overlooking the Gulf of La Spezia. We worked
in collaboration with designer Norberto Botto, to
provide elegant, aesthetically-appealing solutions for
interior cladding using the finest multicolored marble. After carrying out on-site surveys using total
station and selecting the best materials to produce
the marble elements, we designed and installed the
floors of the reception rooms in bookmatched Calacatta with Black Pearl inserts. Calacatta was also
used for the staircase, while the bathrooms were
fitted with Emperador, Eramosa, Striato Olimpico,
Travertino and Black Pearl.
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VILLERS SUR
MER
Client: Private
Project: Bathroom cladding, Bath tub surround and
washbasin
Materials: Bianco Statuarietto
We carried out the interior remodelling of a beautiful private
residence located on the coast of Normandy (France), in
the town of Villers-sur-Mer. We carried out complete floor
and wall cladding in the Bathroom, constructng the bathtub
surround and washbasin tops, as well as looking after the
supply of materials, surveys, executive drawings, production
and installation.

PRIVATE
RESIDENCE
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TESTING
AND
INSTALLATION
DELIVERING THE PROJECT
When processing has been completed, we dry lay the
stone to verify that all cuts and joints correspond, producing photographic documentation to be sent to the Client.
To facilitate installation, all component parts are catalogued
and numbered before being packaged with the utmost
care, and then sent by our logistics manager to the site
for installation. The installers, a team of highly specialized
professionals, carry out installation with the utmost care and
precision, ensuring they remain on site until the work has
been completed. Our technical office also provides timely
after-sales service and advice.
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TURNKEY
SOLUTION
Thanks to an expert and highly specialized team, Marble
Project can carry out entire architectural, interior design
projects completely independently, through the integrated
management of consulting and design services, specialized
consultation on materials, the research and supply of all
types of natural stone, the production of final products with
advanced processing techniques, dry laying, shipping and
installation anywhere in the world.
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